AP Summer Reading Rubric
QUALITY SCALE:
6 = demonstrates mastery of content and style: all requirements are met and all writing and
documentation (usage, grammar, spelling, mechanics, and MLA citations) conventions are observed with
grace, sophistication, and original insight
5 = meets expectations of content and style, but could be more sophisticated and complex; all
requirements are met and all writing and documentation conventions are observed
4-3 = partially meets expectations but may indicate insufficient development or unbalanced control over
conventions
2-0 = minimally addresses expectations and includes several errors in conventions

CONTENT REQUIREMENTS: THOMAS FOSTER
CRITERIA

Explanations of Fosterian concepts are
clear, accurate, and succinct.
Explanations of Fosterian concepts rely
both on paraphrase and key quoted
excerpts from Foster appropriately and
correctly integrated following MLA
guidelines.
Examination of Fosterian concept in text
includes ... clear identification of the
context for the example
...a quoted example of the concept that not
only is accurate but reflects original insight
...c orrect citation of the example following
MLA guidelines
...a sophisticated and developed analysis of
how the text reflects the Fosterian concept
...a nuanced discussion of how the example
contributes to a universal theme of the
work as a whole (thematic discussion is
underlined).

BELOVED

BELOVED

"THE DEAD"

"THE DEAD"

STANLEY FISH
CRITERIA

BELOVED

BELOVED

"THE DEAD"

Identifications of sentence examples are
clear, accurate and fulfill four of the six
categories of sentence types.
Explanations of sentence categories are
clear, accurate, and succinct.
Explanations of sentence categories rely
both on paraphrase and key quoted
excerpts from Fish appropriately and
correctly integrated following MLA
guidelines.
Explications of sentence examples fully
illuminate how the example meets the
criteria of the category.
Explications of sentence examples
effectively examine the style of the
sentence according to Cicero's codification.
(Style discussion is underlined.)
Explications reflect a deep knowledge of
the connection between the sentence and
the larger themes of the works.
What aspects of this assignment proved to be the most challenging?

With what part of your assignment are you most satisfied?

TOTAL QUALITY SCORE:

GRADE CONVERSION:

"THE DEAD"

